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ABSTRACT
The amount of class time which teachers allot to 
different activities in teaching arithmetic varies con­
siderably. This study sought to determine whether 
varying the per cent of class time devoted to develop­
mental activities and to individual practice work would 
affect achievement in arithmetic.
A simple treatments-by-levels experiment was set up 
in each of grades four, five and six. There were four 
treatments assigned randomly to four sections of pupils 
in each grade. The four sections in each grade were 
'^matched” at upper, middle and lower thirds on mental 
ability. This constituted the three levels in the ex­
periments. The four treatments differed in the per 
cents of class time allotted to developmental work and 
to practice work.
Treatment A allotted 75 per cent of class time to 
developmental work; Treatment B, 60 per cent; Treatment 
C, 40 per cent; and Treatment D, 25 per cent. The 
remainder of the class time in each treatment was devoted 
to practice work. The same teacher taught the four 
sections in each grade, adjusting the activities for each 
section to fit the assigned treatment. In each grade the
teacher attempted to present a meaningful program of 
arithmetic as recommended by the adopted textbook and 
teacher’s manual*
In May, 1957, the Henmon-Nelson Test of Mental 
Ability was given to all pupils in the school who were 
to be promoted to the fourth, fifth and sixth grades 
for the next school year. The sections in each grade 
were made up by random assignment of an equal number of 
pupils from the upper, the middle and the lower third of 
each grade according to mental ability. Four of these 
’’matched** sections were then selected for use in the 
study*
In September, 1957,, the Silver Burdett Achievement 
Tests in arithmetic were given to all sections. These 
tests provided scores on understanding arithmetic, compu­
tational skill, problem solving and total achievement. 
After the sections had been taught for twelve weeks in 
accordance with the treatments assigned them, another 
form of the arithmetic tests was administered.
By using analysis of covariance, final test scores 
were adjusted in terms of initial test scores to eliminate 
initial differences in arithmetic ability between the 
sections in each grade. Variances of the adjusted final 
scores were analyzed and the F-test applied to determine 
whether the differences between the means of the various 
treatments were significant. In each grade, treatments
viii
were compared as to their effect on achievement on the 
three parts of the test and on total score.
Significant differences were found in the achieve­
ment of the sections in all three grades. Data in the 
study support the following findings:
1. Pupils in the groups that devoted 75 per cent or 
60 per cent of their class time to developmental work 
achieved significantly higher on total score than pupils 
in groups that devoted a lesser per cent of class time
to developmental work.
2 . Pupils in these same groups achieved signifi­
cantly higher on understanding arithmetic and on compu­
tational skill.
3. Differences between the treatments on problem 
solving were not found to be significant in this study.
4. Tests of the significance of the interaction 
effects of the treatments and levels did not show the 
effects of the treatments to be different at the three 
ability levels.
The results of this study seem to justify a con­
clusion that if 60 to 75 per cent of arithmetic class time 
is devoted to developmental activities in the middle ele­
mentary grades then pupils will tend to show maximum 
achievement on a general achievement test in arithmetic.
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
This study attempted to determine whether varying the 
per cent of class time spent on developmental activities 
and on practice work affects achievement as measured by a 
modern arithmetic achievement test. Effects on achievement 
in understanding arithmetic, computational skill, problem 
solving ability, and total achievement were studied.
In general, the arithmetic program has developed
along the same lines as other parts of the elementary
school curriculum, though several writers have noted that
some of the formal-drill features of arithmetic instruction
seem to be peculiar to it alone.^ Early arithmetic was
taught in a very formal manner with rules to be memorized
and examples far removed from actual life situations. In
1321. Colburn published a different kind of arithmetic
book, one which attempted to make the subject more interest 
2
ing. Efforts were made to rationalize or show a logical
Harry Grove Wheat, The Psychology and Teaching of 
Arithmetic {Boston: D. C. Heath and Company, 1937), p. 15&
O
Robert Lee Morton, Teaching Arithmetic in the 
Elementary School. Vol. II (New York: Silver Burdett
Company, 193®), P* 1*
development of the processes, and drill was introduced. As
instruction in other subjects grew more formal, so did that
in arithmetic. At about the turn of the century, however,
curriculum reforms reduced the amount of time spent on
arithmetic and eliminated much material not shown to have
3
social utility.
During the first quarter of this century, emphasis was 
on a narrow, computational concept of arithmetic. Ability 
to do fast, accurate computation was the chief aim of in­
struction. Many studies dissected arithmetical processes 
into minute units,t and drill on these units came to be the 
principal process of teaching, Brownell has conjectured 
that the drill theory of teaching arithmetic came from 
false approaches to a definition of ability in arithmetic. 
These came from efforts to make children learn arithmetic 
in the instantaneous way in which adults use it, and from 
applying the "bond1* theory of learning to the learning of 
isolated facts
In 19^6* Wheat noted that for a generation utility 
had determined the method used in arithmetic, and had given
3
Ibid., p . 2.
h-William A* Brownell, "Psychological Considerations 
in the Learning and Teaching of Arithmetic," Teaching of 
Arithmetic, Teneth Yearbook, National Council of Teachers 
of Mathematics (New York: Teachers College, Columbia
University, 1935)> p.
5
respectability to the drill concept of teaching. The
earlier logical organization of teaching arithmetic had
given way to a program that placed emphasis on usefulness
in everyday life. Wheat further noted that the criterion
of usefulness gave rise to the practice of social arithmetic
and created the "dogma" that methods of learning must be
patterned after methods of use. He found that because
adults could understand the usefulness of arithmetic, many
expected children to do so even before learning arithmetic.
Teachers thought pupils would find arithmetical meanings
from social situations. This was, he thought, really inci~
dental arithmetic.^
Incidental teaching of arithmetic has been rejected by 
7
most authorities. Others have noted that along with the 
rise of social arithmetic and incidental arithmetic, drill 
was nearly abandoned as a teaching device. Morton noted, 
despite this, that in schools using these approaches
arithmetic was still learned as a series of devices, and
&was mechanistic rather than meaningful.
Harry G. Wheat, "Changes and Trends in Arithmetic 
since 1910," Elementary School Journal. 47j137» November,
1946® /■
^Ibid., p. 139.
7
Commission on Post-War Plans, Second Report, "The 
Improvement of Mathematics in Grades 1 to 14," Mathematics 
Teachers. 36:202, May, 1945*
&Robert Lee Morton, "Arithmetic In the Changing 
Curriculum," NEA Journal. 3^:430, September, 1949®
hIn more recent times, much has been written about the
meaning theory of teaching arithmetic* Brownell was an
early writer concerned with this concept. The meaning
theory conceived of arithmetic as a system of ideas,
processes, and principles, which can be learned. The real
test of learning was the ability to handle arithmetical
situations and understand their mathematical and practical
significance. He frankly recognized the value of drill
to increase facility in computation and fix retention of
9
ideas and processes already understood.
Buckingham, in writing about an arithmetic theory for 
today, placed emphasis on the social aspect of arithmetic, 
but noted that the term "meaning*' as applied to arithmetic 
may properly be considered mathematical. He noted that 
though a social approach may be used a unit would not be 
complete until the goal of clear mathematical Ideas had 
been reached.^ Brownell in a recent article assumed that 
both meaning and computational competence were proper ends 
of Instruction in arithmetic. He pointed out. that those 
objecting to the drill conception of teaching the subject
9Brownell, o j d . clt.. p. 19.
■^B. R. Buckingham, "The Social Point of View in 
Arithmetic," The Teaching of Arithmetic« Fiftieth Yearbook, 
National Society for the Study of Education (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1951), pp. 27&-279«
5may have failed to recognize that practice for proficiency
11
in arithmetical skills has its place too.
Brownell gave a list of outcomes for a program in 
elementary school arithmetic that has been widely quoted. 
Three emphases were pointed up. They were: (1) computa­
tional skills, (2 ) mathematical understandings, and (3 )
1 '=>sensitivity to number use in social situations. *" It seems 
to be generally recognized that a definite period should be 
set aside in the elementary school for teaching arithmetic. 
In this period mathematical meanings need to be developed, 
social uses made significant, and computational skills 
acquired. While these three emphases may overlap at places, 
they seem to be fairly well defined in recent literature.
One of the problems facing the elementary school teacher 
is how to allot arithmetic classtime among these activities 
so as to maximize achievement.
I. The Problem 
Many writers recognize that the major burden of In­
struction in arithmetic falls on the middle grades. In 
most elementary school programs there are about 100 to 12.5
■^William A. Brownell, "Meaning and Skill-Maintain- 
ing the Balance,” The Arithmetic Teacher. 3 5 129, October, 
1956.
*] p
William A. Brownell, "The Evaluation of Learning 
in Arithmetic," Arithmetic in General Education. Sixteenth 
Yearbook, National Council of Teachers of Mathematics {New 
York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 1941), pp.
231.232.
6hours per school yeai’ available for instruction in arithmetic, 
hence the problem is one of attempting to maximize achieve­
ment under these more or less fixed time limits. Hartung 
assumed that achievement is a function of several variables. 
Among these was the matter of how to allot this fixed time
13among the various activities so as to maximize achievement.
He asked, ”How should it be used?” He continued, ”No recent 
reliable data seem to be available on the distribution of 
class time for arithmetic over various types of activity.
Statement of the problem. It was the purpose of this 
study to determine: (1 ) whether varying the per cent of
class time allotted to group developmental work and to 
individual pupil practice affects achievement, (2) the 
approximate distribution of time between these two activi­
ties which seems to maximize achievement, within the limits 
imposed by the study, and (3 ) the effect of varying time 
allotments on the achievement of the upper, middle, and 
lower ability groups.
This study was conducted during the fall semester of 
1957, at the Waller Elementary School, Bossier City,
Louisiana. The school has an enrollment of about 1100
-^Maurice L. Hartung, nMajor Instructional Problems 
in Arithmetic in the Middle Grades,” Elementary School 
Journal. 50:S6-87, October, 19if9.
Ik
Ibid., p. 00.
7pupils in grades one to six and serves a typical small, 
urban community.
In brief, the study sought to compare the arithmetic 
achievement of four sections of pupils in each of the 
grades four, five, and six when the time allotted to de­
velopmental work and to practice work was varied between 
the sections* The four sections in each grade were taught 
by the same teacher, who used the same techniques and 
materials with each of the sections except that the time 
allotted to activities during the class period differed. 
Pupils were randomly assigned to the four sections in each 
grade from within the upper, middle, and lower ability 
groups. The Henmon-Nelson Test of Mental Ability was used 
to determine the three mental ability groups. The four 
treatments, described below, were assigned randomly to the 
four sections in each grade, constituting what Lindquist
15calls a simple "treatments-by-levels'1 experimental design*
There were four such matched sections in each of grades 
four, five, and six, making a total of twelve classes and 
three teachers involved in the study. Each section was 
given a kO minute, daily period in arithmetic. Teachers 
kept a daily cumulative total of the time spent on each
.1 5E. F. Lindquist, Design and Analysis of Experi­
ments in Psychology and Education (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1953)* PP* 121-155*
8activity so that they could adjust their programs to fit the 
time allotments for each section.
The different time allotments or "treatments” used in 
this study were:
1. Treatment A: 75 per cent of the class time spent
on developmental work; 25 per cent on practice work,
2. Treatment B: 60 per cent of the class time spent
on developmental work; 40 per cent on practice work.
3. Treatment C: 40 per cent of the class time spent
on developmental work; 60 per cent on practice v/ork.
4. Treatment D: 25 per cent of the class time spent
on developmental work; 75 per cent on practice work.
The Silver Burdett Tests, Measuring Power in Arithmetic. 
were administered at the beginning and at the end of the 
experiment. This test was selected for use because there 
are separate forms for each grade and because the topical 
outline of the tests fit that of the texts used in this 
study. By making use of analysis of covariance, final 
scores on the tests were adjusted so as to eliminate 
initial differences in arithmetic between the four sections 
in each grade. The sections were compared on the basis of 
achievement in understanding arithmetic, skill in compu­
tation, problem solving ability, and total score.
II, Definitions
Much has been written recently on meaningful arithme­
tic and social arithmetic. The meaning usually given to
9these terms has been used in this study. Also, note is 
taken of the fact that the character and use of drill work 
has changed greatly since the term "drill" came into general 
acceptance. Definitions used in this study are as follows:
Development of meanings. This phrase is used in the 
sense that Brownell used "meanings of" arithmetic; that is 
mathematical meanings^^ These are found in the basic 
structure of the number system and in the processes and 
fundamental operations. Activities of the teacher and 
class which are designed to increase the understanding of 
the number system, its structure, the fundamental processes, 
number relationships and generalizations, the decimal 
concept, and the rationalisation of various computational 
processes are called "development of meanings."
Activities of this kind include: (1) explanations,
discussions and demonstrations by the teacher and class;
(2 ) handling, inspecting, and arranging visual and manipu­
lative materials; and (3 ) group reading, drawing, and con­
struction vrark, and committee projects. All of these are 
designed to increase mathematical understandings.
Development of social use. This phrase is used to 
refer to the use of number in practical situations which 
might be encountered in everyday life. Activities of the
-^William A. Brownell, "The Place of Meaning in 
the Teaching of Arithmetic," Elementary School Journal. 
47:256, January, 1947.
10
teacher and class which are designed to increase the follow™ 
ing abilities in the child: (1 ) the use of quantitative
terms in common usage, (2 ) the use and interpretation of 
graphs and tables of data, (3 ) the use of number in everyday 
business practices such as buying, and (h) awareness of the 
general usefulness of number and quantity as it occurs in 
normal experience will be called ’'development of social 
use."
Activities of this kind will include: (1) demonstra­
tions, explanations, and discussions of examples of social 
usage by the teacher and class; (2) field trips and other 
group projects and activities designed to increase the 
understanding of social usage; and (3 ) the reading, 
handling and construction of materials which are designed 
to make more clear the effective use of number in life 
situations.
Developmental work. Activities devoted to the de­
velopment of meanings and to the development of social use 
are jointly called ’’developmental work.” The time spent 
on these two activities was that per cent of time allotted 
to developmental work in the treatments to be compared.
Individual pupil practice. The term ’’practice" is 
used in the broader sense in this study in contrast to its 
earlier meaning of strictly repetitious activities with no 
novel elements involved. The terms "practice" and "drill" 
are used synonymously though a number of writers have
11
17suggested the former as being more desirable. Buckingham 
1 $and Suelts have written on the newer concept of practice, 
and have shown how varied practice might help in the de­
velopment of meanings.
Activities in which the pupils work individually with
pencil and paper on assigned computation or verbal problems,
19exercises, and questions taken from the textbook and its 
accompanying workbook, are called "individual pupil 
practice." Time spent on these activities was that per 
cent of time allotted to practice work in the treatments 
to be compared.
Ill, Need For The Study 
A number of authorities have taken note of the problem 
of how to distribute arithmetic classtime. Buswell in a 
recent yearbook presented a survey of research suggestions 
by such people. Among the suggestions was one by Vincent 
J. Glennon of Syracuse University. He believed that research
17 •B. R. Buckingham, "Tne Place of Drill in Learning
Theory," Education« 69:376~362, February, 1949*
16
Ben A. Sueltz, "Drill-Practice-Recurring Experi­
ence," The Learning of Mathematics. Twenty-First Yearbook 
(Washington: National Council of Teachers of Mathematics,
1953), PP* 192-204*
■^Robert Lee Morton, Making Sure of Arithmetic 
(Hew York: Silver Burdett Company, 1952).
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was needed to aid in dete:<miining the optimum ratio of class
time to be spent on development of meanings and development
of computational skills. He stated that this is one of the
20most significant problems in the teaching of arithmetic.
Hartung, writing on the major instructional problems 
in the middle grades, mentioned the more or less fixed time 
allotted to arithmetic. In this connection he asked,
Just how much time can or should be taken 
from drill and used for developing understand­
ings. Should the proportions be interchanged 
so that 50 per cent is given to developing 
concepts and understanding and only 20 per cent 
to practice or drill? Recall that our purpose 
is to maximize achievement. Unfortunately, no 
one as yet knows the optimum distribution to 
class time under a modern program of meaningful 
learning.
Hartung further noted that with changing objectives and 
changing methods, especially in respect to mathematical and 
social understandings, much of the research which helped 
settle problems in the past is now outmoded. He stated, 
"What we need to know today is how the time should be
22distributed among the various modern methods of using it.’*
20
G. T. Buswell, t!Needed Research on Arithmetic," 
The Teaching of Arithmetic. Fiftieth Yearbook, National 
Society for the Study of Education (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1 9 5 1 PP» 291-292.
21
Hartung, op. cit., p . 88.
~^Xbid.. p. 91*
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Fehr noted that research is primarily a twentieth
century activity, and that there has been little real re­
po
search in education. In reviewing needed research in 
arithmetic lie asked, ’’What are the place, amount, and value 
of drill in arithmetic?”^
Thiele observed that teachers are no longer satisfied 
with a role of teaching that strives for mastery through 
repetition. He found them to be concerned with broader 
patterns of behavior, and stated, ’’There seems to be no 
ready answers to questions about arithmetic time allotments
?5
or to the manner in which time should be distributed.”
These statements by some ox the leading writers in the 
area of instruction in arithmetic, point up the need for 
research on the best way to utilize class time in a, modern 
arithmetic program. A surprising fact, in view of the 
apparent need for such research, is the nearly complete 
lack of recent research on the distribution of class time 
and achievement in arithmetic.
^Howard F. Fehr, ’’Present Research .in the Teach­
ing of Arithmetic,” Teachers College Record, 52:11,
October, 1950.
2blaid., p. 23.
25C« L. Thiele, "Arithmeti c in the Middle Grades,” 
The Teaching of Arithmetic. Fiftieth Yearbook, National 
Society for the Study of Education (Chicago; University 
of Chicago Press, 1951)* P» 77»
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IV. Organization Of '"he Study
The remainder of the study has been organized as 
follows:
Chapter II* Review of Related Literature. A few 
early studies of drill and time allotments, some signifi­
cant artieles on the activities in a modern arithmetic
program, and some recent studies comparing various methods 
of teaching are reviewed.
Chapter III* Plan of the Stud?/. Details of plans 
for setting up the experiment and for analyzing the data 
are given.
Chapter IV. Presentation and Analysis of Data.
Tables showing F-test and t-test data for comparing the 
treatments in each grade are given.
Chapter V* Summary and Conclusions. A brief summary
-* nu.11 ».i . ■---------------■--   -1 . i— — -- - - • — ■ —
of the results of the experiment is given. Conclusions 
and recommendations based on the study are made.
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Much earlier research in arithmetic has been made 
obsolete so far as a modern Instructional program is con­
cerned because of changing alms, methods, and content.
Only brief mention will be made of earl;/ studies related 
to methods and time spent on arithmetic.
I. Early Studies Of Drill 
Several early studies of drill are of importance bo- 
cause they have contributed to the development of the 
psychology of learning and to the formulation of princi­
ples concerning the place of practice work in arithmetic.
One of the earliest such studies was by Kirby. He 
gave 75 minutes of drill work on addition problems. Some 
classes had the drill in 2-minute periods, some in 6-minut 
periods* some In 15-minute periods, and some in 22-minute 
periods. In a list of factors that might have affected 
the results, he concluded that greatest gains were made by 
groups who had their drill in the shortest periods.L
School Children. Contributions to Education No. (Hew
Yorki Teachers College, Columbia Culvers i. by, 191.3 5, P« 99
16
Hahn and Thorndike did a similar study and found that 
groups having the extra amounts of drill made greater 
gains, but found no evidence to favor short or long practice 
periods.^
Wimmer studied the gains in arithmetic made by classes 
in grades five to eight over two six-week periods. Some 
were given drill one period and none the next. Some were 
given drill in “reasoning" and "fundamentals." He con­
cluded that drill increased gains in achievement, that a 
15-minute period weekly was better than 5-minutes daily, 
and that practice in "reasoning" gave larger gains than 
practice in "fundamentals" only. Drill time was deducted
from the regular class time. He did not summarize what was
3
done during the regular class time.
Buswell and Judd summarized thirty-three studies on 
drill in arithmetic. Most of these studies showed that 
pupils gain in achievement as a result of extra drill. It 
should be noted, however, that at this time achievement was 
usually considered as facility in computation only. They
2
H. H. Hahn and E. L. Thorndike, "Some Results of 
Practice in Addition Under School Conditions," Journal of 
Educational Psychology. 5 : 7 February, 1914.
3
Herman V/immer, "An Experimental Study of the 
Effects of Drill in Arithmetical Processes Under Varying 
Conditions," Studies in Arithmetic. No. 32 (Bloomington: 
Indiana University, iglb), pp. 99-100.
17
concluded that the amount of time which should be devoted to
kdrill had not yet been determined.
Sauble matched classes in grade two on mental ability, 
age, race, teachers, and methods. Experimental classes 
spent ten minutes extra each day in drill on the combinations. 
She found that additional achievement in computation was not 
proportional to the extra time spent on drill. All mental 
ability groups, she further found, profited about equally by 
the increased drill.
II. Modern Concepts Of Method
The modern arithmetic program has evolved into three 
rather distinct parts. These are directly related to the 
subject of this study. They are:
1. Meaningful arithmetic - an understanding of the 
structure of the number system, rational use of the funda­
mental operations, and a grasp of important arithmetical 
generalisations.
2. Social arithmetic - a knowledge of the usefulness 
of quantity and number in problems of everyday life and the
Guy Thomas Buswell and Charles Hubbard Judd, 
Summary of Educational Investigations Relating to Arithme­
tic (Chicago: University of Illinois, 1925), p. 112.
5
Irene Sauble, "The Effect of Time Allotment on 
Achievement in the Second Grade," Detroit Educational 
Bulletin. 15:5-7, September, 1931, cited by Review of 
Educational Research. 5:17-18, February, 1935*
18
knowledge and ability to apply arithmetic in the many social 
situations that will be met.
3. Computational facility - the fast and accurate 
handling of the various number operations.
Several writers have pointed out the need for a balance 
among these three phases of a modern arithmetic program.
An early writer on the teaching of meaningful arithme­
tic was Brownell. He contrasted the main features of what 
he called the "drill,” the "incidental," and the "meaning” 
theories of teaching arithmetic. In the meaning theory,
arithmetic was looked upon, "... as a closely knit system
£
of understandable ideas, principles, and processes." The
true test of learning was an intelligent grasp of the
number system and the ability to use it with understanding
in practical situations. Even so, Brownell recognized
that this theory accepted drill when ideas that are already
7
understood need to be practiced to increase proficiency.
At a later time, Brownell noted that many have dis­
regarded arithmetic meaning for social applications. This 
has been pointed out by many authorities to be a fallacy. 
Meaning, he observed, is to be found in the structure,
^William A. Brownell, "Psychological Consider­
ations in the Learning and Teaching of Arithmetic," Teaching 
of Arithmetic. Tenth Yearbook, National Council of Teachers 
of Mathematics (New York: Teachers College, Columbia
University, 1935), p. 19*
7Ibid.
organization, and inner relations of the number system. In 
a recent article, Brownell noted the necessity for maintain­
ing a balance between meaning and computational competence. 
More than one school system, he found, had set up a program 
of meaningful arithmetic only to find that their pupils did 
not do well on standardized tests of computation and problem 
solving. Misunderstood learning theory leading to an inci­
dental or unsystematic kind of teaching, plus Inadequate
instruction in meanings have led to computational incompe- 
9
tence. He conceived of practice as falling along a 
continuum. At one end Is repetitive practice, at the other 
end is varied practice or practice in which the learner 
modifies his approach in dealing with similar situations.
The difference, he found, was often not recognized. To 
Introduce repetitive practice too soon was harmful to the 
learner.^ Brownell also found that the balance between 
meaning and skill has been upset, if it was ever established* 
The remedy is to continue to teach essential meanings, accord 
to skill its rightful place among outcomes, employ varied
&
William A* Brownell, "When Is Arithmetic Meaning­
ful?,” Journal of Educational Research. 3^:431* March, 19h5*
9
William A. Brownell, "Meaning and Skill-Maintaining 
the Balance," The Arithmetic Teacher. 3*129-131, October,
1956.
10Ibld.. p. 135.
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practice to aid in meaningful habituation, and to provide
repetitive practice to give competence in computing accu-
11rately and quickly.
Other articles on meaningful arithmetic include one by
Riess, who observed that the outcome of recent attempts to
improve the teaching of arithmetic has been more emphasis
on immediate understanding and insight on the part of the 
12child. Van Engen noted that the failure of teachers to 
adopt practices which develop meanings has been due to the 
little attention paid meanings in the l i t e r a t u r e . " ^  This 
has, perhaps, been remedied in recent years.
As the modern school evolved, according to Morton, 
more attention was paid to the usefulness of arithmetic in 
life and less to its logical character. This shift has led 
to a better program when not carried too far. While recom­
mending that much of the arithmetical experience of children 
should be related to interesting activities, Morton emphasized 
the point that the greatest hope for improvement in teaching 
lies in a program in which meaning is stressed.^
^^Ibid., p. 136.
lo
‘“Anita Riess, "The Meaning of the Meaningful 
Teaching of Arithmetic," Elementary School Journal, 45:23, 
September, 1944*
13H. Van Engen, "Analysis of Meaning in Arithmetic.
I," Elementary School Journal. 49:321, February, 1949*
•^Robert Lee Morton, "Arithmetic in the Changing 
Curriculum," NEA Journal. 33;430-431, September, 1949.
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Brueckner, on the other hand, placed emphasis on the
social phase of arithmetic though recognizing that the
mathematical phase must not be neglected. He observed that
the primary aim of the curriculum in a modern school should
be to provide experiences that will develop in the pupil
15enriched social use and understanding.
Buckingham, while recognizing the need to consider
arithmetic as a mathematical subject, emphasized a social
theory of arithmetic. He noted, however, that the ability
to apply arithmetic depended on one's understanding of the
meaning of arithmetic. Arithmetic must be taught both as a
16social study and as mathematics.
Buckingham has also written on the place of drill in 
learning. He noted that even Thorndike proved that mere 
repetition did not strengthen connections and hence did not 
influence learning. However, he found that practice seemed 
to carry a value in other things such as rewards, a sense 
of value, familiarity, or consciousness of progress even
^Leo J. Brueckner, ”The Social Phase of Arithmetic 
Instruction,” Arithmetic in General Education. Sixteenth 
Yearbook, National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (New 
York; Teachers College, Columbia University, I94I), p. 140.
16
B. R. Buckingham, ”The Social Point of View in 
Arithmetic,” The Teaching of Arithmetic. Fiftieth Yearbook, 
National Society for the Study of Education (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1951)* PP* 278-279•
17though the sheer repetition seemed to have no value. He 
further observed that all current learning theories give a 
place to drill, and that faith in drill as a practical
xoclassroom procedure need not be renounced.
In an earlier article, Buckingham had noted that
mastery of a generalization comes by frequent experience to
which the generalization applies, and that frequency of
experience was a form of drill. A better way to use drill
19
was needed, one not approaching sheer repetition. This
observation on past teaching was made, "The effect of the
schools’ devotion to a barren type of drill, drill limited
almost exclusively to abstract computation is evident in
20the arithmetical illiteracy of our people.’*
Sueltz noted that the word "drill" had changed in 
meaning during the past few years. The term now seems to 
denote more than sheer repetitious action. Its importance, 
according to Sueltz, lies in its contribution to meaningful 
learning that becomes functional. In a list of principles
17B. R. Buckingham, "The Place of Drill in Learning 
Theory," Education. 69:376-377, February, 1949*
•^ Ibid.. p. 3^2.
"^B. R. Buckingham, "What Becomes of Drill?," 
Arithmetic in General Education. Sixteenth Yearbook, 
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (New York; 
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1941), P» 199*
2 0Ibid.. p. 2 0 3 .
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governing the use o±' drill, Sueltz noted that: drill should
follow the developmental stage of learning, drill should be
varied, and drill policy should recognize different needs 
21of pupils®
Workbooks have been a topic of controversy in the 
teaching of arithmetic. Early workbooks consisted almost 
entirely of repetitious exercises in computation. Modern 
workbooks, while furnishing practice material of a repetitious 
nature too, are designed to play a more important role in 
learning. Schneider noted that many workbooks were so well 
prepared that they were practically self-instructing. Some 
combine explanations and demonstrations with practice 
material in such a way that they often lead pupils to dis­
cover new meanings. They are usually better than teacher-
22prepared materials.~
Spitzer noted that when properly used workbooks may be 
a valuable aid to pupils. Similar material may be used to 
■supplement the textbook and relieves the teacher of the
Ben A. Sueltz, "Drill-Fractice-Recurring Ex­
perience,11 The Learning of Mathematics. Twenty-First Year­
book (Washington: National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics, 1953)» P* 192.
2?Helen A. Schneider, "The Place of Workbooks in 
the Teaching of Arithmetic,1* Arithmetic. 1946. Supplementary 
Educational Monographs No. 66 (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, October, 1943), pp. 55~56.
23burden of preparing materials. Modern drill materials play 
a different role from that formerly played. Such material 
usually covers the two phases of skill learning mentioned by 
Partridge. These were the integrative phase in which mean­
ing is developed through varied practice, and the refining 
phase in which precision is developed through repetitive 
practice. Other positions concerning the use of drill 
materials generally accepted by educators and psychologists 
are; (1 ) skill levels will be achieved at different times 
by different children, (2) each child should begin drill 
only when the material is meaningful to him, (3 ) the type 
and amount of drill necessary depend on the individual, 
and (If) excessive drill results in boredom for the child.^ 
Practice materials used in this study were of the 
modern kind described above. New explanations and demon­
strations and varied practice problems are found in the 
workbook materials used during the individual pupil practice 
periods.
23
Herbert F. Spitzer, ’'Learning and Teaching 
Arithmetic,” The Teaching of Arithmetic. Fiftieth Yearbook, 
National Society for the Study of Education (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1951), p. 137.
p 1
Deborah Cannon Partridge, ’’The Place of Drill 
in Elementary Education,” Schoolmen*s Week Proceedings.
Vol. LIV, No. 5 (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania,
1953), p. 111.
2^Ibid.. p. 1 1 2 .
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III. Recent Related Studies 
No recent studies dealing directly with time allotments 
in a modern arithmetic program were found. Some comparative 
studies dealing with methods of teaching were of value in 
planning this study, and have an indirect bearing on it. A 
few studies in which time spent on different activities was
at least an indirect factor will be reviewed.
2f> 27Thiele and Nicholson ' compared a generalization or
meaningful method of teaching certain basic facts and
processes with a drill method of teaching. Both concluded
that the meaningful method was more effective from several
standpoints* Brownell and Moser compared meaningful and
mechanical learning in the teaching of subtraction. Their
study showed the meaningful approach to teaching borrowing
in subtraction resulted in greater understanding and more
accuracy. Studies such as these forced those concerned
to the conclusion that much of the time formerly spent on
°C. L. Thiele, The Contribution of Generalization 
to the Learning: of the Addition Facts. Contributions to 
Education No. 763 (New York; Teachers College, Columbia 
University, 1936), p. 5®
27
Ethel Lodge Nicholson, A Comparison of Two 
Methods of Teaching Arithmetic. Grades I, II, and III. 
Doctor’s dissertation (Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania, I9h3), PP* 96-97®
William A. Brownell and Harold E. Moser, Meaning­
ful vs. Mechanical Learning: A Study in Grade III Sub­
traction. Duke University Research Studies in Education,
No. 8 (Durham: Duke University Press, 19A9), p. 152.
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drill work should be spent on a program designed to promote 
the discovery and understanding of meanings.
Of a similar nature are studies that have stressed the
29social viewpoint in arithmetic. Harap and Mapes and 
30Bryant*^ have made studies in which a group with activities 
and experiences rich in social significance is compared to 
a group taught by the drill method. In the experimental 
classes much time usually spent on drill was spent on ac­
tivities related to everyday situations and selected because 
they present opportunities for the use of desired number 
processes and problems. Both studies showed the activity 
group to achieve more than the drill group.
Durr, in a study of the use of workbooks, compared the 
gains of children in grades four through eight when they 
used workbooks for a semester with the gains made for a 
semester when workbooks were not used. When workbooks were 
not used there was generally more explanation and less drill 
than when workbooks were used. He found that above average 
pupils made greater gains in some areas when using work­
books. Below average and average pupils did about the same
29Henry Harap and Charlotte E. Mapes, "The Learning 
of Decimals in an Activity Program,” Journal of Educational 
Research. 29:690, May, 193&*
30Lowry W. Harding and Ines P. Bryant, "An Experi­
mental Comparison of Drill and Direct Experience in 
Arithmetic Learning in the Fourth Grade," Journal of 
Educational Research. 37i335> January, 19JJ+*
in all areas with or without workbooks. In an indirect 
way this would seem to favor larger amounts of drill for 
some pupils though the time spent on drill was not given.
A study by Howard has greater implications for this 
study. He attempted to measure the relative merit of 
three methods of teaching fractions in grades five and six. 
Fifteen classes were used in an effort to see whether the 
development of meanings through the use of visual aids was 
worth the extra time. Pupils in Group A were showed how 
to do computations or problems and then assigned similar 
exercises to do. Pupils in Group B spent much time being 
introduced to each new step with objects and charts pre­
pared so as to bring out the meaning. No practice in 
computation was given. Some practice in verbal problem 
solving was given. Pupils in Group C received a combi­
nation of both methods. Steps were carefully introduced 
and charts and abundant drill exercises were used. After 
sixteen weeks the groups were tested In computation and 
problem solving. No significant differences were found. 
Following the summer vacation the same tests were given
ilMn'uri'i i m  I »■■■ n n m r  iipiibhm. '■ 11 -i.n im .w i M» i n i
P-L
William Kirtley Durr, "The Use of Arithmetic Y/ork- 
books in Relation to Mental Abilities and Selected Achieve­
ment Levels," Dissertation Abstracts, Vol. XV (Ann Arbor: 
University Microfilms, 1955)> p« 2126.
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again. A large and significant difference in favor of Group 
32
C was found.
IV. Summary
Dawson and Rudell, in a recent summary of several
studies of meaning and drill, found that several advantages
for the meaning-theory approach had been determined. These
were: (1 ) provides for greater retention over periods of
time, (2) provides for greater transfer potential, and (3 )
gives pupils greater ability to solve new processes. One
of the implications they saw in these studies was that more
class time should be devoted to explanations and discussions,
and that short, specific practice periods should follow the
33development of problems.
R.ecent studies show that the meaning theory approach 
to teaching arithmetic is superior to the older drill 
theory. Most authorities agree that incidental learning 
of arithmetic is not an efficient method because of its un­
organized approach. A definite daily period set aside for 
instruction in arithmetic seems desirable in the middle 
grades. Both those who advocate an approach emphasizing
Charles P. Howard, "Three Methods of Teaching 
Arithmetic," California Journal of Educational Research. 1: 
25-29, January, 1950.
•^Dan T. Dawson and Arden K. Rudell, "The Case for 
the Meaning Theory in Teaching Arithmetic," Elementary 
School Journal. 55:399, March, 1955*
the development of mathematical meanings and those empha­
sizing development of social utility seem agreed that drill 
or practice work cannot be left out of a modern arithmetic 
program. The amount of the class time formerly devoted 
to drill that should be added to the time used for develop­
ment of meanings and social use is not known. Outcomes 
such as the ability to apply arithmetical processes in 
novel situations are recognized to be as important as fast 
computational skill. How should the teacher distribute 
the time of the class among the several types of activities 
in order to have them achieve a balance among the desired 
outcomes? Apparently, there has been little research with 
implications for this problem.
CHAPTER III 
PLAK OF THE STUDY
This study involved a simple "treatments-by-levels”
1experiment such as that described by Lindquist. It com­
pared the arithmetic achievement of four sections of pupils 
in each of the grades four, five, and six. The four 
sections in each grade were taught by the same teacher 
using the same methods and materials, except that for each 
section the per cent of class time spent on developmental 
work and on drill work was varied.
The sections in each grade were ’“matched” by upper, 
middle, and lower thirds according to mental ability as 
shown by the mental ability test. An initial and a final 
test in arithmetic achievement gave scores for understand­
ing arithmetic, using arithmetic accurately, solving 
problems, and for total achievement. By use of analysis 
of covariance, final scores were adjusted in terms of 
Initial scores so that the four sections in each grade 
were statistically matched for initial ability in
E. F. Lindquist, Design and Analysis of Experi­
ments in Psychology and Education (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1953), PP. 13-16.
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arithmetic* By analyzing the variance of the adjusted 
final sqores, the four treatments, previously described, 
were compared for their effect on achievement as shown by 
the scores in the four areas described above.
I. Pupil Groups
In May, 1957, shortly before the end of school, the
Henmon-Nelson Test of Mental Ability was given to all the
pupils in the third, fourth, and fifth grades* This test
has been established as a good single-score test that
measures scholastic aptitude fairly well in the elementary 
2
grades. Intelligence quotients were computed and re­
corded on the pupils* records.
All pupils in the school who were to be in the fourth 
grade in September were divided into upper, middle, and 
lower thirds according to mental ability. Within each of 
these groups, pupils were assigned randomly to the several 
fourth-grade sections for September. Four of these 
sections were selected for use in the experiment and were 
randomly assigned one of the four treatments described in 
Chapter X. This procedure was repeated for pupils who 
were to be in the fifth grade and the sixth grade. These 
ability groups formed the three levels for the experiment 
in each grade.
Oscar K. Burros, The Fourth Mental Measurements 
Yearbook (Highland Park: The Gryphon Press, 1953), P« 3*9#.
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The above procedure made the four sections in each 
grade "matched” for mental ability, in that they each con­
tained the same number of pupils from the three ability 
levels. This would not necessarily have been true had 
pupils been assigned randomly from the whole group. This 
method of assigning pupils to the groups was necessary in 
order to make valid the analysis methods in the treatments- 
by-levels experimental design.
At the conclusion of the experiment, which lasted for
twelve weeks, it became necessary because of drop-outs
during the experiment to drop pupils from some of the 
sections, since it was desirable to have the same number 
of pupils in each treatment section. A random selection 
of pupils to be dropped was made so that the original 
random assignment within ability groups would not be dis­
turbed. In the fourth grade, scores were obtained for 
27 pupils in each treatment section, in the fifth grade 
for 30 pupils in each section, and in the sixth grade
for 2k pupils in each section. This made a total of 324
pupils involved in the fourth, fifth, and sixth grade ex­
periments.
Table I shows the mean IQ for the upper, the middle, 
and the lower third of each treatment section, as well as 
the mean IQ for each complete treatment section in each 
grade. The pupils having been assigned at random from the 
upper, middle, and lower ability groups, it would be
33
TABLE I
MEAN IQ®S FOR TREATMENT SECTIONS IN GRADES 
FOUR, FIVE, AND SIX
Number Mean IQ®s for
of Section Section Section Section
Pupils A B C D
Fourth Grade
upper third 9 129.2 124.0 125.1 130.0
middle third Q✓ 112.2 110.4 111. 2 107.7
lower third 9 99.9 96.2 94.6 95.1
total section 27 113. 8 110.3 110.3 110.9
Fifth Grade
upper third 10 125.7 127.7 131.5 131.7
middle third 10 109.a 108.9 112.9 111.a
lower third 10 97.3 95.0 98.1 95.7
total section 30 110.9 110.5 114.1 113.1
Sixth Grade
upper third 8 130.0 129.4 131 * 2 133.5
middle third 8 114.6 113.2 115.7 110.9
lower third 8 96.0 97.9 97.0 94.8
total section 24 113.6 113.9 114.7 113.0
3k
expected that the differences in IQ among the treatment 
sections of each grade would be that due only to chance 
assignment at each ability level.
To test this hypothesis the F-test was applied, since 
there are four groups to be compared in each grade. IQ 
scores for the four treatments in each grade were set up 
in a double-entry table with the treatments as the columns 
and the three ability levels as the rows. Mean squares 
for treatments and within-groups were found and the F-test 
ratio computed. Results are shown in Table II.
It should be noted that theoretical conditions for 
use of the F-test require that sections have their cri­
terion variable distributed normally and have homogeneity 
of variance. However, Lindquist has noted in reviewing 
the Norton study that the F-distribution seems so in­
sensitive to the form of the distribution of the sample 
sections that it is not worthwhile to apply any statisti­
cal test. Likewise he notes that unless extreme hetero­
geneity of variance is apparent its effect on the
3
F-distribution is negligible. Hence it does not seem 
necessary to present data on normality or homogeneity of 
variance of the IQ scores.
Examination of a table of the F-distribution shows 
that none of the values of F shown in Table II are
3
Lindquist, op. cit.. p. 86.
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TABLE
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
II
DATA FOR IQ SCORES
Sources of Sum of Degrees Mean
variation squares of squares
(ss) freedom (ms)
Fourth Grade
treatments (A) 228.1 3 76.0
within groups (w) 6533.3 96 68.1
F = ms./ms,, = 76.0/68.1 = 1*12
W
Fifth Grade
treatments (A) 
within groups (w)
F = ms, /ms A7 w
269.9 3
9216.9 108
90.0/85.3 = 1.05
Sixth Grade
treatments (A) 31*9
within groups (w) 3I3O.5
3
6 if
90.0
65.3
10.6
37.2
F - ms /ms = 10.6/37.2 = .29 
A ^
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significant at even the 20 per cent level. Hence on the 
basis of these three F-tests of significance, it may be 
assumed that the only differences between mean IQ*s of the 
treatment sections in each grade are those due to chance 
ssignment.
II. The Experiment
At the beginning of the school year, several confer­
ences were held with the three teachers who were to teach 
the experimental classes in arithmetic. From among the 
five or six sections available in each of the grades four, 
five, and six, four sections were chosen for the experi­
ment and the four treatments to be compared were randomly 
assigned to these sections. During the first week of 
school the Silver-Burdett Tests, Measuring Power in 
Arithmetic, were given to all the experimental classes. 
Pupils in each grade were given the level of the test for 
the year of school just completed, that is, fourth grade 
classes were given the third grade test and so on through 
the sixth grade classes. These tests gave scores on; 
understanding arithmetic, using arithmetic accurately, 
solving problems, and total achievement.
In order to eliminate teacher differences as much as 
possible, one teacher was selected to teach the four ex­
perimental sections of arithmetic in each grade. The 
same textbook, workbook, and other teaching materials
37
and the same techniques for introducing topics were used 
with all sections in each grade. The teacher, however, 
adjusted the classroom activities so that a different per 
cent of the class time was spent on developmental work 
and on practice work in each of her four sections. No 
homework was given; and there were no deliberate efforts 
to relate other academic studies to the arithmetic studies 
during the twelve weeks of the experiment.
The four treatments to be compared were:
1. Treatment A: 75 per cent of the class time spent
on developmental work; 25 per cent on practice work.
2. Treatment B: 60 per cent of the class time spent
on developmental work; i+Q per cent on practice work.
3* Treatment C: 40 per cent of the class time spent
on developmental work; 60 per cent on practice work.
4. Treatment D: 25 per cent of the class time spent
on developmental work; 75 per cent on practice work.
A record was kept each day of the number of minutes
spent on developmental work and on practice work for each
section. Also, a cumulated total was kept which was 
constantly compared with the cumulated total of time as­
signed to each kind of activity for each section. Thus 
over the twelve weeks of the experiment the teacher con­
tinuously adjusted her activities so as to give each 
treatment section its assigned proportion of class time.
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In this way the teacher was not forced into a fixed, arti­
ficial division of time each day that might not be a good 
teaching practice.
At the end of the twelve-weeks period, the Silver 
Burdett Tests were administered again. This time the 
sections in each grade were given the level of the test 
that corresponded to their grade. These tests gave final 
scores in the same areas as the initial arithmetic tests.
A recent review pointed out a number of good features of 
the Silver Burdett Tests and found fault only in the fact
that tentative norms were given and that scores were not
4
comparable from one grade level to another. These faults 
were not pertinent to this study since only raw scores 
were used, Also, by making use of analysis of covariance 
it was not necessary that initial and final test scores 
be equivalent in order to secure relative measures of 
progress over the experimental period.
It is apparent that the experimental variable in 
this study actually involves more than simply a time di­
vision between activities. When total class time is held 
constant it would appear that if more time was spent on 
developmental activities a greater depth of meaning and
Richard D. Crumley and Roderick C. McLennan, 
"Reviews and Evaluations,f* The Mathematics Teacher. 49: 
46, January, 1953.
insight into understanding arithmetic and its social use
could be achieved. However, at the same time, the pupil
has less practice work to fix and make accurate the skills
and understandings that have been learned. Hence the
pupil’s ability to achieve on such a test as has been
used in this study might be limited. On the other hand,
modern practice materials in textbooks and workbooks not
only provide repetitive practice material but also present
many topics in such a meaningful way that they almost
5
become self-teaching materials. Hence it is entirely 
possible that the treatment sections receiving more time 
on practice materials than on developmental activities 
may be able to secure adequate insights into the meaning 
of arithmetic and its social use.
The four treatments were compared as to their effect 
on achievement in the following areas: understanding
arithmetic, using arithmetic accurately, solving problems, 
and total achievement. By assigning pupils to the 
sections within ability levels inst-ead of from the groups 
as a whole, the precision of the F-test was increased.
The precision was further increased by using analysis of 
covariance to adjust the final scores so as to eliminate
t;
*dielen A. Schneider, "The Place of Workbooks in 
the Teaching of Arithmetic," Arithmetic 19A-S. Supple­
mentary Educational Monographs Ho. 66 (Chicago, University 
of Chicago Press, 194&), PP• 55-56.
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initial differences in arithmetic ability in each of the 
areas on which comparisons of the treatments were made. 
Also, in a treatments-by-levels experimental design an 
analysis of the variances gives an interaction sum of 
squares from which a test may be made to determine whether 
the effects of the treatments are the same at the different 
levels.
Combining the treatments-by-levels design with analy­
sis of covariance in order to control two concomitant
£
variables in an experiment was suggested by Lindquist.
Exact formulas for testing for the main effect of the
treatments and for the interaction effect of the treatments
were derived from the generalised procedure given by 
7
Lindquist. These formulas are given in Appendix B of this 
study.
III. Teaching Materials And Methods 
No special techniques, methods or materials were de­
veloped for use in this study. So .far as was possible, the 
techniques and materials already in use at the school were 
continued. The principal change In the school’s routine 
was that of having one teacher teach four sections of 
arithmetic. The elimination of teacher differences in the 
teaching of the four sections in each grade seemed more
^Lindquist, op. cit., p. 334* 
7Xbid,, pp. 332-333.
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important than the interruption of the usual integrated 
classroom situation, the pattern of organization used in 
this school.
By keeping cumulated totals of the amount of time 
spent on developmental work and practice work, the teacher 
could adjust her activities with each of the four treatment 
sections so that over the twelve weeks of the experiment 
each group would spend its assigned amounts of time on each 
activity. In this way the teacher was not forced to make 
a daily division of class time that might result in an 
awkward or illogical method of developing a new topic or 
process.
In general, the teacher in each grade followed the 
topical outline of the textbook and used practice materials 
from both the textbook and its accompanying workbook. 
Suggestions and ideas for developing new topics or processes 
and reviewing old topics as found in the teacher’s manual
a
accompanying the textbook were used.
The three teachers selected to teach the experimental 
classes were selected primarily on the basis of their 
interest in the study and in doing the rather tedious 
planning and record keeping necessary to make sure that 
the four sections they were teaching actually had the di­
vision of activities specified by the treatments. Also,
Robert L . Morton, e^t al. Teacher’s Edition Making 
Sure of Arithmetic. Grades Four, Five, and Six {New York: 
Silver Burdett Company, 1955)»
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in their previous arithmetic teaching they had demonstrated
an understanding of the basic principles of the number
9
system as given by Brueckner. Conferences were held with 
them before the study began and the generalized procedure 
was discussed for presenting a new idea or new process in 
a meaningful way as suggested by Brueckner and Grossnickle?
Following is a brief summary of the topics covered by 
each grade, some of the materials used in teaching, and 
some of the ideas by which social use of arithmetic was 
demonstrated:
Fourth grade sections. Topics covered by the fourth 
grade sections were: reviewing place value and understand­
ing four-place numbers and zero; reading and writing prices 
of articles; redevelopment of the processes of addition 
and subtraction of whole numbers; column addition and the 
addition and subtraction of two- and three-place numbers; 
zero in addition and subtraction; higher decade addition 
and bridging; carrying and borrowing; redevelopment of 
easy steps in multiplication and division; the meaning of 
simple fractions; using measures; and learning to solve 
problems.
In order to create interest in and show social use of 
the above topics, problems related to the following were
Q
7Leo J. Brueckner and Foster E. Grossnickle, How 
to Make Arithmetic Meaningful (Philadelphia: The John C.
Winston Company, 1947)? p. 27.
•^Ibid.. pp. 119-120.
k3
used: airplanes and trips; animals and the zoo; spending
money; maps and distances; th« calendar; a trip on a train; 
books in the library; making puppets; and measures in the 
kitchen*
Materials other than the textbook and workbook in­
cluded: counting sticks; chart to insert strips to show
place value; rulers and yardsticks; paper plates and 
charts for illustrating fractions; containers for teaching 
measures; an opaque projector; and various illustrative 
charts.
Fifth purade sections. Topics covered by the fifth 
grade sections were: understanding numbers to six places;
reteaching and extension of skill in adding, subtracting, 
multiplying and dividing whole numbers; extension of 
multiplication and division to larger numbers including 
those with zeros; Roman numerals; fractional parts; equal 
fractions; units of measure; rounding off numbers; and 
solving problems using these processes.
To demonstrate social use and provide interest, 
problems related to the following were used: hobby shows;
cub scouts; school store; selling articles; reading and 
writing dates; a sport shop; visiting Mexico; dollars and 
cents; counting change; and a Halloween party.
Some materials used by the fifth grade teacher were: 
counting sticks and bundles of sticks; pictures and charts 
to show fractional parts; rulers and yardsticks; and con­
tainers to illustrate units of measure.
if if
Sixth grade sections* Topics covered were: re­
teaching and extension of skills in use of the four 
fundamental processes with whole numbers: units of measure; 
understanding fractions; adding and subtracting like 
fractions; reducing and comparing fractions; adding and 
subtracting unlike fractions; finding the least common 
denominator; borrowing with fractions; and fractional 
parts of measures.
Problems related to the following were used: neighbors
near and far; fractions in music; a church bazaar; a school 
play; making collections; cost of school lunches; and other 
problems that could be related to everyday living*
Materials other than the textbook and workbook in­
cluded: counting sticks; charts and pictures illustrating
fractions and fractional parts; film strips on fractions; 
rulers and yardsticks; cardboard and other articles for 
measuring.
IV. Methods For Analysis Of Data 
Since this experiment was duplicated in grades four, 
five, and six there vrere three groups of data to be ana­
lyzed. Because the test scores were not comparable from 
one grade level to another it was not possible to combine 
the data for the three grades and have one test of signifi­
cance. Instead, conclusions must be drawn from an analysis 
of the three separate groups of data.
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When more than two treatments are to be compared the 
F-test is used. If this test shows that significant 
differences exist among the treatment means, then the 
t-test may be used on pairs of treatment means to determine 
where the differences are significant. When analysis of 
covariance is used in an experiment the F-test is used to 
test the significance of the differences among the ad­
justed means of the treatment sections. The five per cent 
level of significance will be used to reject the hypothesis 
that the treatments were of equal effectiveness.
In the treatments-by-levels design, it Is possible to 
test for interaction between treatments and levels. If a 
significant interaction Is found, then the t-test may be 
used to find whether significant differences In treatment 
effects exist between levels. These tests are valid if 
the proper assumptions about the data may be made.
The test of significance of the main effect of treat­
ments in an analysis of covariance experiment is the ratio 
between the adjusted mean square for between-groups and 
the adjusted mean square for within-groups.
F = ms^ / ms^ df = (a-1) / (N-al-1)
This fox-mula is derived from the combined use of analysis
of covariance with the treatments x levels design. In
order for this ratio to give a valid F-test, several con-
11ditions must be met. The condition of random assignment
11Lindquist, op. cit., p. 323.
within ability levels has been carried out in this experi­
ment. The condition that the criterion scores be dis­
tributed normally is not important enough to warrant 
making the rather long and tedious computations necessary 
to test the condition. However, tests for normality of 
distribution were made on selected sets of the scores and 
none were found to deviate significantly from a normal 
distribution. Unless heterogeneity of variance is extreme 
its effect on the validity of the F-test is negligible.^ 
Bartlett’s Test for homogeneity of variance was made on 
selected sets of scores. All of these tests showed an 
insignificant heterogeneity of variance.
Of the remaining conditions necessary for valid use
of the F-test, Lindquist noted that perhaps the most
critical is homogeneity of regression. All sets of scores
used in this study were tested for this condition and the
13results are given in Chapter IV. The design of the ex­
periment and the data generally seem to fit the conditions 
necessary for using the F-test.
^Ibid., p. B6.
13lbid., pp. 330-331*
CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
In reviewing the types of error possible in testing 
statistical hypotheses, Lindquist notes that it is not
always desirable to set a very high level of significance
1
in testing the null hypothesis. One error (Type I) is 
that of rejecting the null hypothesis when it is true, the 
other (Type II) is that of retaining the null hypothesis 
when it is false. In this experiment, differences in the 
treatments to be compared were such that no expense would 
be incurred by a school in changing from one treatment or 
method to another. Hence to retain a treatment when another 
is more effective (Type II error) seems more serious than 
to change treatments when they are equally effective (Type 
I error). A very high level of significance increases the 
risk of a Type II error, hence the five per cent level of 
significance was chosen for testing the hypothesis that 
the treatments used in this study were of equal effective­
ness. Comparisons were made on understanding arithmetic, 
computational skill, problem solving, and total achievement.
1
E. F. Lindquist, Design and Analysis of Experiments 
in Psychology and Education (Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Company, 1953)» pp. 66-67.
hi
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Conditions necessary for valid use of the F-test of 
significance were discussed in Chapter III. It was pointed 
out that most of the conditions seemed to be satisfied by 
the design of this experiment and its data. Some of the 
conditions are not critical; however, the condition of 
homogeneity of regression should be checked.
I. Test For Homogeneity Of Regression
A condition which seems to affect the validity of the
F-test In an experiment such as this is that of homogeneity
of regression. This simply means that the regression of
the final scores on the initial scores should be the same
for each of the treatment sections. There Is an F-test
available to test the hypothesis that there is homogeneity
2
of regression among the sections. Data from this test are 
given in Table III.
It has been noted that this study consisted of the 
same experiment duplicated in the fourth, fifth, and sixth 
grades. Since the four treatment sections In each grade 
were to be compared on achievement as shown by the three 
parts of the arithmetic test and on the total score, this 
gives twelve sets of data on which statistical tests must 
be made. Inspection of Table III reveals that none of the 
tests for homogeneity of regression show a value near the
SIbid.. pp. 330-331
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TABLE III
F-TEST FOR HOMOGENEITY OF REGRESSION
Fourth Grade Fifth Grade Sixth Grade 
Sections Sections Sections
Part I F = .64 F - 1.40 F = 1.45
Part II = .62 = .61 = -35
Part III = .67 = .30 - .21
Total = .43 .63 = .32
degrees of freedom ^/100 
F05 2.70
3/112
2.70
3/33
2.72
five per cent level of significance. Hence it may be 
assumed that the condition of homogeneity of regression is 
met for all twelve sets of data.
II. Analysis Of Fourth Grade Data
Data showing the means of the four treatment sections
on the initial and final tests, and the adjusted final mean
will be given. The adjusted final mean for a treatment
section is found by making use of the within-groups re-
3
gression coefficient to adjust the final-test mean. By 
making use of analysis of covariance, initial differences 
in arithmetic were eliminated and the adjusted sums of 
squares were found. An analysis of the variances of the
3
See Appendix B.
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adjusted final scores provided an F-test for the hypothesis 
that no differences existed between adjusted final means.
The four treatments, in this way, were compared as to their 
effectiveness in four areas. These were: Part I, Under­
standing Arithmetic; Part II, Using Arithmetic Accurately; 
Part III, Solving Problems; and Total Score.
Table IV shows the means of the treatments on all 
parts of the initial and final arithmetic test and on 
total score. Also shown are the adjusted final means. It 
should be understood that ‘“Section A” means the section 
that was assigned Treatment A, and so forth. In the fourth 
grade experiment, Section D was lower in initial ability 
in arithmetic than any of the other three sections. Differ­
ences between Sections A, B and C were not large on total 
score nor on any of the three parts of the initial test.
By making use of analysis of covariance it was possi­
ble to adjust the final test scores so as to eliminate 
initial differences. The amount of adjustment depends on 
the correlation between initial and final scores. In all 
areas the means of treatments A and B ranked higher than 
those of treatments C and D. This seems to indicate a 
definite trend toward higher achievement when more class 
time is spent on developmental work.
To determine whether the differences in the adjusted 
final scores were significant, variances of these scores 
were analyzed and the F-test made. Results of the F-test
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TABLE IV
MEANS OF FOURTH GRADE SECTIONS ON 
ARITHMETIC TESTS
Section
A
Section
B
Section
C
Section
D
Total Score
Initial Test 37.4 83.O 85.I 75.9
Final Test 55-4 53.6 51.2 46.1
Adjusted Mean 53.6 53.6 50.4 48.6
Part I
Initial Test 20.3 17.9 19*1 17.6
Final Test 17-1 14.7 14*8 13.1
Adjusted Mean 16.7 14.9 14.5 13.4
Part II
Initial Test 54-6 54*3 55.0 48.5
Final Test 30.6 31.0 28.7 26.2
Adjusted Mean 30.3 30.7 28.3 27*2
Part III
Initial Test 12.52 IO.85 11.07 9.85
Final Test 8.52 7.93 7.96 7.56
Adjusted Mean 8.0 a 8.00 7.96 7.96
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for the parts and for the total score are given in Table 
V.
The F-test is significant beyond the five per cent 
level on Total Score, Part I, and Part II. It was not 
significant on Part III. When the F-test is significant, 
the t-test may be applied to determine the significance of 
the differences between pairs of means. Since there were 
four treatments, this gave differences between six pairs 
of means to be tested. Results of the t-test on differ­
ences in the means on Total Scores, Part I and Part II are 
given in Table VI. The t-test was not made on pairs of 
means for Part III since the F-test was not significant.
Analysis of data on Total Score. The adjusted means
of the treatments ranked from high to low in the order: A,
B, C, and D. Since Treatment D had an initial mean that 
was noticeably lower than that of the other three treat­
ments, some doubt might be raised as to whether the 
statistical matching had eliminated completely the initial 
differences in arithmetic ability.
The F-test was significant well beyond the five per 
cent level, as shown in Table V. From Table VI, it may 
be seen that differences in the adjusted means of Treat­
ments A and D and Treatments B and D are significant at 
the five per cent level* Differences in the adjusted means 
of Treatments A and C and Treatment B and C were not quite
significant at a five per cent level.
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TABLE V
TESTS FOR MAIN EFFECT OF TREATMENTS 
ON FOURTH GRADE SECTIONS
Source of Adjusted Sum 
Variation of Squares
Degrees of 
Freedom
Adjusted Mean 
Squares
Total Score
Treatments 
Within Groups
If 69. 2
4113.7
3
95
I56.4
43.3
F = 156.4/43.3 = 3-61
Part I
Treatments 
Within Groups
127.2
949.9
3
95
42.4
10.0
F = 42.4/10.0 = 4.24
Part II
Treatments 
Within Groups
221.3
1817.6
3
95
73.8 
19 • 1
F - 73.8/19.1 = 3.86
Part III
Treatments 
Within Groups
.1
351.8
3
95
.03
3.7
F = .03/3.7 = .08
f05 '* 2.71 df. * 3/95
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TABLE VI
T-TESTS ON DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PAIRS OF 
ADJUSTED MEANS OF FOURTH GRADE SECTIONS
Total Score Section
B
Section
C
Section
D
Section A .11 1.90 2.76
Section B 1.79 2.79
Section C .96
Part I Section
B
Section
C
Section
D
Section A 2.02 2.53 3.66
Section B .46 1.74
Section C 1.26
Part II Section
B
Section
C
Section
D
Section A “•35 1.63 2.54
Section B 2.02 2.87
Section C .91
t05 = 1.99 df. = 95
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Analysis of data on Part 1, Understanding Arithmetic « 
Differences in initial test means were not so great for 
this part of the test* However, differences in final test 
means and in adjusted final means were larger and favored 
Treatment A* Again, Treatment D had the lowest adjusted, 
final mean. F-test data from Table V again shows that 
differences between adjusted means are significant and 
hence the t-test was made on differences between pairs of 
adjusted means. Differences between the adjusted means of 
Treatment A and that of each of the other treatments were 
found to be significant as shown in Table VI..
The adjust final means were again ranked from high 
to low in the order; Treatments A, B, C, and D. This is 
the same order as the per cents of class time spent on 
developmental work.
Analysis of data on Part II„ Using Arithmetic 
Accurately. Treatments A and B also ranked highest on 
computational skill with the mean of Treatment B being 
slightly higher than that of Treatment A, The F-test, 
again, was significant to well beyond the five per cent 
level and the t-test was made on differences between pairs 
of treatment means. From Table VI, it may be noted that 
Treatments A and B have means significantly higher than 
Treatment D and that Treatment B has a mean significantly 
higher than Treatment 0. The trend again seems definitely
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to favor Treatments A and B over Treatments C and D for 
achievement on Using Arithmetic Accurately.
Analysis of data on Part III. Solving Problems. 
Examination of Table IV shows the differences between 
treatments on problem solving to be slight. The F-test 
on the differences was not significant. Though the means 
of Treatments A and B are again slightly higher than 
those of Treatments C and D these differences could be 
due to random sampling and cannot be attributed to the 
treatments.
III. Analysis Of Fifth Grade Data 
Means of each treatment section on Total Score and 
the three parts of the initial and final arithmetic test 
are shown in Table VII. Also shown are the adjusted 
means by which the treatments may be compared. The fifth 
grade sections were more closely matched on initial 
ability in arithmetic than were the fourth grade sections.
The F-test for the main effect of the treatments was 
made for Total Score and the three test parts. Data are 
shown in Table VIII. Only for Total Score was the F-test 
significant at the five per cent level.
The t-test to determine the significance of the 
differences between pairs of means on Total Score was made. 
Results are given in Table IX. Differences between the 
mean of Treatment A and that of each of the other three 
treatments were found to be significant.
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TABLE VII
MEANS OF FIFTH GRADE SECTIONS ON 
ARITHMETIC TESTS
Section Section Section Section
A B C D
Total Score
Initial Test 73-9 74.3 78.4 76.2
Final Test 51.1 47.5 48.7 47.3
Adjusted Mean 52.1 48.2 47.2 47.0
Part I
Initial Test 18.1 17.0 17.9 17.2
Final Test 17.0 15.1 17.2 15.2
Adjusted Mean 16.7 15.4 17.0 15*4
Part II
Initial Test 43.7 45.6 46.8 46.4
Final Test 26.3 25.1 24.5 24.9
Adjusted Mean 26.8 25.1 24.2 24.7
Part III
Initial Test 12.07 11.70 13.70 12.00
Final Test 7.83 7.30 6.97 7*10
Adjusted Mean 8.04 7.68 6.42 7.06
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TABLE VIII 
TESTS FOR MAIN EFFECT OF TREATMENTS 
ON FIFTH GRADE SECTIONS
Source of Adjusted Sum Degrees of Adjusted Mean
Variation of Squares Freedom Squares
Total Score
Treatments 500.5 3 166.6
Within groups 5250.6 107 49.1
F = 106.6/49*1 = 3*40
Part I
Treatments 60.9 3 20.3
Within groups 1119.2 107 10.5
F = 20.3/10.5 = 1*94
Part II
Treatments 106.4 3 36.1
Within groups 3379*1 10? 31*6
F = 36.1/31.6 = 1.14
Part III
Treatments 14*4 3 14*4
Within groups 601.9 107 5*6
F = 14*4/5*6 = 2*57
f05 = 2.70 df = 3/107
TABLE IX
T-TESTS ON DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PAIRS OF ADJUSTED 
MEANS OF FIFTH GRADE SECTIONS
Total Score Section Section Section
B C D
Section A 2.15 2,68 2.82
Section B .55 *6?
Section C .11
t„c = 1.98 df. = 107
°5
Analysis of data on Total Score. It should be noted 
again that the adjusted final means rank from high to low 
according to the per cent of class time devoted to de­
velopmental work. In this case the mean of Treatment A is 
significantly higher than the mean of the other three 
treatments. It is also of interest to note that Treatment 
A had the lowest initial ability on Total Score but had 
the highest final mean of the four treatment sections. 
Section D, with the least amount of developmental work 
and the most practice work, ranked lowest of the four 
sections.
Analysis of data on Part I_. The F-test did not show 
any significant differences between the four treatment 
sections on Part I, Understanding Arithmetic. The final
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adjusted means show no trend or pattern, since Section C 
has the highest adjusted mean and Section B and D the 
lowest.
Analysis of data on Part II. The F-test did not 
show that significant differences existed between the 
sections on Part II, Using Arithmetic Accurately. No 
definite trend in the adjusted means seems to exist, 
although it may be noted that the means of Sections A and 
B are higher than those of Sections C and D, with Section 
C the lowest.
Analysis of data on Part III. Differences between 
the means on Part III, Solving Problems, are not quite 
significant at the five per cent level. Again it may 
be noted that the means of Sections A and B are higher 
than those of Sections C and D, with Section A being the 
highest.
IV. Analysis of Sixth Grade Data
Means of the sixth grade sections on initial and 
final tests are shown in Table X. The adjusted final 
means by which the main effects of the treatments were 
compared are also shown. The sixth grade groups were 
matched fairly well for initial ability.
The F-test was made to determine whether the main 
effect of the treatments differed significantly. Data for 
F-test on the three parts of the arithmetic test and on
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TABLE X
MEANS OF SIXTH GRADE SECTIONS 
ON ARITHMETIC TESTS
Section Section Section Section
A B C D
Total Score
Initial Test 54.6 56.2 56.6 55.2
Final Test 46.5 46.1 46.9 45.3
Adjusted Mean 49.0 46.1 46.1 45.6
Part I
Initial Test 16.9 17.6 17.5 17.5
Final Test 14.1 13.3 14. 2 12.3
Adjusted Mean 14*3 13.2 14.2 12.3
Part II
Initial Test 27.3 27.7 29.5 27.2
Final Test 26.4 26.2 23.9 24.5
Adjusted Mean 26.6 26.3 23.5 24.7
Part III
Initial Test 10.56 10.75 II.63 IO.56
Final Test 6.00 6.63 6.79 6.50
Adjusted Mean 6.12 6.66 6.51 6.62
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on Total Scores are shown in Table XI. Differences in the 
treatments were significant for Parts I and II. The t- 
test was made on differences between pairs of treatment 
means to determine where differences were significant.
Data for these tests are given in Table XII.
Analysis of data on Total Scores. The adjusted 
final means of the four sixth grade sections rank from
high to low in the order of the per cent of class time
spent on developmental work. Section A ranked highest 
with a mean of A9.0 while Section D ranked lowest with a
mean of 45*6. Hie F-test for differences between the
means was not quite significant at the five per cent level.
Analysis of data on Part I. The F-test of signifi­
cance for the main effect of treatments on Part I was 
significant at the five per cent level. Section A ranked 
highest with an adjusted mean of 12f*3 while Section D was 
lowest with an adjusted mean of 12.3* Sections A and C 
ranked significantly higher than Section D. Section B 
ranked higher than Section D but not significantly so.
Analysis of data on Part II. Adjusted means on compu­
tational skill ranged from Section A with a mean of 26.6 
to Section C with a mean of 23*5* Section B was second 
highest with 26*3* The test of significance of the main 
effect of the treatments had a value of F = 3.58* which 
was significant beyond the five per cent level. The
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TABLE XI
TESTS FOR MAIN EFFECT OF TREATMENTS 
ON SIXTH GRADE SECTIONS
Source of* Adjusted Sum Degrees of Adjusted Mean
Variation of Squares Freedom Squares
Total Score
Treatments 
Within groups
241.3
2916.0
F =
3
63
60.4/35.1 = 2.29
60.4
35.1
Part I
Treatments 
V/ithin groups
76.7
562*9
F =
3
63
25.6/7.0 = 3.65
25.6
7.0
Part II
Treatments 
Within groups
142.7
1106.6
F =
3
63
3*56
47.6
13.3
Part III
Treatments 
Within groups
4*6
443.2
F -
3
63
1.5/5.3 = .26
1.5
5.3
FQ5 = 2.72 df. = 3/63
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TABLE XII
T-TESTS ON DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PAIRS OF ADJUSTED 
MEANS OF SIXTH GRADE SECTIONS
Part I
Part II
Section A 
Section B 
Section C
Section A 
Section B 
Section C
Section Section
B
1.42
B
.29
C
.OS
-1.35
Section Section
C
2.87
2.58
Section
D
2.68 
1.25 
2.61
Section
D
1.76 
1 • 48 
- 1.12
t05 - 1.99 df 83
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t-test showed that Sections A and B were significantly 
higher than Section C at the five per cent level. Differ­
ences between the adjusted means of Sections A and B and 
that of Section D were not quite significant at the five 
per cent level.
Analysis of data on Part III♦ The F-test for the 
main effect of treatments for problem solving was not 
significant. Adjusted final means showed little differ­
ences and no trend seemed to exist as may be seen in 
Table X.
V. Interaction Effect Of Treatments 
In a treatments-by-levels experimental design, 
analysis of the total sum of squares gives a sum of 
squares due to the interaction effect of the treatments 
and levels. The observed interaction for a pair of 
treatments and levels is measured by the difference 
between the differences between treatment means for the 
two levels. Where there is more than two treatments and 
levels, the observed interaction may be regarded as a 
weighted average of the observed interactions for all 
possible pairs of treatments.
In this experiment, since the treatments were ad­
ministered to the three levels in each section at the 
same time, it is reasonable to assume that the interaction
4
Lindquist, op. cit.. pp. 123-124.
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effect is due to random sampling differences and to differ­
ences which the treatments might make at the three levels. 
The interaction sum of squares is denoted by ”s s ^ tt and 
the mean square for interaction by ,,ms^L.” Since this 
experiment combined a treatments-by-.levels design with 
analysis of covariance, there is an adjusted mean square 
for interaction denoted by Wms^L* *' The test of signifi-
t:
cance of the interaction effect is:J
F = ms^/ins^ if = (a-1) {1-1) / (N-al,-l)
Data showing values of the F-test for interaction 
effect for each grade and on each part of the test are 
given in Table XIII. It may be noted that none of the
TABLE XIII 
TESTS FOR INTERACTION EFFECTS OF 
TREATMENTS AND LEVELS
Grade
Four
Grade
Five
Grade
Six
Total Score *57 1.82 .67
Part I *95 1.07 1.29
Part II .66 • 3k *73
Part III 1.36 1.86 .20
F05
= 2.20 f05 = 2.19 F05 = 2.21
df = 6/95 df = 6/107 df = 6/83
5See Appendix B.
values of F approach the five per cent level of signifi­
cance. Hence data in this study do not show that the 
treatments have a different effect on achievement at the 
three levels of ability used in the study. In other words, 
whatever the effects of the treatments on achievement, it 
may be assumed that these effects are the same at all 
three levels.
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This study was concerned with determining whether 
varying the per cent of class time devoted to develop­
mental work and to practice work affected achievement in 
arithmetic in the middle elementary grades. A treatments- 
by-level3 experiment was set up in each of the grades 
four, five, and six. Four sections of pupils in each of 
these grades, matched at upper, middle, and lower thirds 
on mental ability, were used in the experiment. Each of 
the four sections was assigned one of four treatments 
which differed in the per cent of the class time that was 
assigned to developmental work and to practice work. One 
teacher taught each of the four matched sections for her 
grade making a total of three teachers and 32if pupils 
involved in the twelve sections. Arithmetic tests were 
given all sections at the beginning of the study and 
final tests at the end of twelve weeks.
By making use of analysis of covariance, final scores 
of the four sections in each grade were adjusted to elimi­
nate initial differences in arithmetic. The four treat­
ments were compared as to their effect on achievement in
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understanding arithmetic, using arithmetic accurately, 
problem solving, and total achievement. The latter was 
the sum of the scores on the three parts of the test.
Also, tests were made to determine whether the effects of 
the treatments were the same at the three ability levels.
I. Summary Of Data 
Adjusted final means for the sections in each grade 
were tested for significant differences by pairs provided 
the F-test showed that differences were significant at 
the five per cent level. Lindquist has cautioned that the 
value of t should not be used to determine the relative 
potency of treatments, but instead noted that the observed 
treatment means furnished the best estimate of the rank of 
effectiveness.^ Data are given here with the means of the 
sections in all three grades grouped, in order to compare 
the main effects of the treatments.
Summary of data on Total Score. Adjusted final means 
of all sections in grades four, five and six are given in 
Table XIV. In all three grades the section that was ad­
ministered Treatment A had the highest mean score and the 
section that was administered Treatment D had the lowest 
mean score* Sections having Treatments B and C rank in
F. Lindquist, Design and Analysis of Experi­
ments in Psychology and Bducation~TBoston: Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1.95377 P» 95.
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TABLE XIV 
ADJUSTED FINAL MEANS ON TOTAL SCORE
Section Section Section Section
A B C D
Fourth Grcide 53.8 53.6 50.4 4S.6
Fifth Grade 52.1 43.2 47.2 47.0
Sixth Grade 49.0 4S.1 46.1 45.6
that order between the other sections. In the fourth grade, 
differences in the means of Sections A and D and Sections B 
and D were significant at the five per cent level. In the 
fifth grade the mean of Section A was significantly higher 
than that of each of the other sections* In the sixth 
grade, differences between means was not significant at the 
five per cent level. It appears that there is a definite 
trend toward higher total achievement as the per cent of 
class time spent on developmental work is increased from
j
25 per cent, to 40 per cent, to 60 per cent, and to 75 per 
cent in that order.
Summary of data on Understanding Arithmetic. Adjusted 
final means of all sections in grades four to six are given 
in Table XV. In the fourth grade the mean of Section A 
was significantly higher than the means of the other three 
sections. In the fifth grade differences were not signifi­
cant, In the sixth grade differences in the means of
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TABLE XV
ADJUSTED FINAL MEANS ON UNDERSTANDING ARITHMETIC
Section
A
Section
B
Section
C
Section
D
Fourth Grade 16.7 14.9 14.5 13.4
Fifth Grade 16.7 15.4 17.0 15*4
Sixth Grade 14*3 13.2 14*2 12.3
Sections A and D and Sections C and D were significant. In 
two of the three grades the mean of Section A was highest 
of the four sections and significantly higher than that of 
Section D. In all three grades the mean of Section D was 
either lowest or tied for lowest of the four sections 
being compared. There appears to be a trend toward greater 
achievement in understanding arithmetic as the per cent of 
class time devoted to developmental work is increased by 
the steps used in this study.
Summary of data on Using Arithmetic Accurately, ad­
justed final means of all sections in grades four, five, 
and six are given in Table XVI. In the fourth grade, 
Section B has the highest mean with Section A second and 
Section D lowest. Differences between the means of 
Sections A and D, Sections B and C, and Sections B and D 
are significant. In the fifth grade differences in the 
means were not significant. In the sixth grade, means of
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TABLE XVI 
ADJUSTED FINAL MEANS ON USING 
ARITHMETIC ACCURATELY
Section Section Section Section
A B C D
Fourth Grade 30.3 30.7 2B .3 27*2
Fifth Grade 26. & 25.I 24.2 24.7
Sixth Grade 26,6 26.3 23.5 24.7
Sections A and B were significantly higher than that of 
Section C but not of Section D. The mean of the section, 
receiving Treatment A is highest in two out of three grades 
and second highest in the other grade. The mean of Section 
D is lowest in one grade and second lowest in the other two 
grades with Section C being lowest in these two grades.
In computational skill it appears that there Is a 
definite trend toward higher achievement for those sections 
in the study having the most time devoted to developmental 
work. Here either Sections A or B rank highest and either 
Sections C or D rank lowest in all three grades and sig­
nificantly so in two out of the three grades.
Summary of data on Solving Problems. Adjusted final 
means for all three grades are shown in Table XVII. The 
F“test for the main effect of the treatments was not sig­
nificant in any of the three grades. In the fourth and
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TABLE XVII
ADJUSTED FINAL MEANS ON SOLVING PROBLEMS
Section Section Section Section
A B C D
Fourth Grade 8.08 8.00 7.96 7.96
Fifth Grade 6.04 7.68 6.42 7.06
Sixth Grade 6.12 8.68 8.51 8.62
fifth grades the mean of Section A ranked highest and 
Section B second highest* In the sixth grade, Section A 
ranked lowest and Section B highest. In grade five the 
value of F approaches the five per cent level, but the data 
considered as a whole seem to show only differences that 
might be attributed to random sampling.
Summary of data on interaction of treatments and 
levels. Data showing the values of the F-test for inter­
action effect were given in Table XVIII. In all three 
grades and in all four of the areas on which comparisons 
of treatments were made, the F-tests were not significant. 
Data in this study do not show that the effects of the 
treatments differed from one ability level to another.
II. Conclusions 
From the data presented in Chapter IV, from obser­
vations made of the progress of the classes, and from
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Interviews with the teachers concerning their experiences 
with the experimental classes the following conclusions 
seem warranted:
1* On total achievement, as measured by the Silver 
Burdett Tests, pupils in the middle grades achieve more 
when 60 to 75 per cent of their class time is spent on 
developmental work*
In grades four, five, and six those classes with 75 
per cent and those with 60 per cent of their arithmetic 
class time spent on developmental work, and the remainder 
on practice work, ranked highest and second highest in 
achievement in that order. In two of the three grades 
they ranked significantly higher than the classes having 
40 per cent or 25 per cent of their class time spent on 
developmental work. Teachers of the experimental classes 
were of the opinion that at least 25 per cent of class time 
should be devoted to practice work in order that they might 
be able to observe the work of individuals and diagnose 
strengths and weaknesses of pupils.
2. Pupils in the middle grades achieve higher on 
understanding of arithmetic when from 60 to 75 per cent of 
class time is spent on developmental work.
In two of the three grades, the section with the most 
class time spent on developmental work ranked highest and 
significantly higher than the section having the least 
class time spent on developmental work.
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3* Pupils in the middle grades achieve higher on 
using arithmetic accurately when from 60 to 75 per cent of 
class time is spent on developmental work.
In all three grades^ sections having 75 per cent or 
60 per cent of class time spent on developmental work 
ranked above those having !».0 per cent or 25 per cent of 
class time spent on developmental work. In two grades 
differences were significant.
4* Data in this study do not show that significant 
differences in achievement in problem solving exist 
between the treatments used.
The experiment covered only three months of school, 
while the final arithmetic test covered work for the whole 
school year* Since there were only twenty problems on 
Part III of the Silver Burdett Tests, something less than 
half of these were on processes covered during the first 
three months of school. This seemed to limit the spread 
in achievement that might have existed in the final scores 
on problem solving. This criticism does not necessarily 
hold for Parts I and II of the tests which had a greater 
number of questions and examples relating to the topics 
covered during the three months of the study.
5. Data in this study do not show that the effects 
of the treatments differ significantly from one ability 
level to another.
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Since the F-test for interaction of treatments and 
levels was not significant in any case, it may be assumed 
that the effects of the treatments were similar at all 
three levels of ability.
III. Recommendations
Based on data in this study and on observations and 
experiences received in conducting the study, the follow­
ing recommendations seem warranted:
1. Teachers in the middle elementary grades should 
devote from 60 to 75 per cent of class time to developing 
arithmetical meanings and social usages in order to 
maximize achievement aa shown by a modern general achieve­
ment test in arithmetic.
2. Some class time should be devoted to practice 
work, not only to fix and make accurate the use of arith­
metical processes and skills, but to allow the teacher 
opportunity to observe individual work. Within the limi­
tations of this study, however, it would appear that less 
than half of the class time should be used for practice 
work.
3 . Other research has indicated that lower ability 
groups need more practice work than higher ability groups 
in order to fix and make accurate arithmetical skills. 
However, data in this study indicates that all ability 
levels achieve more when more class time is spent on
developmental activities. Hence, it is recommended that 
any additional time spent on practice work not be given at 
the expense of the time spent on developmental activities.
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APPENDIX A 
REFERENCE TABLES
TABLE XVIII
SCORES FOR SECTION A, FOURTH GRADE
Pupil 
No. IQ Part
I
Initial
Part
II
Test
Part
III
Total Part
I
Final
Part
II
Test
Part
III
Total
1 147 23 70 20 113 22 46 14 82
2 137 22 64 17 103 23 31 12 66
3 133 23 69 15 107 21 39 10 70
4 131 24 66 16 106 20 34 8 62
5 126 21 69 17 107 22 45 11 78
6 125 24 68 18 110 21 41 14 76
7 124 22 38 9 69 13 29 7 49
8 120 19 45 8 72 18 28 7 53
9 120 15 69 15 99 19 33 9 61
10 118 21 59 14 94 17 28 8 53
11 116 17 49 12 78 19 23 8 50
12 116 20 64 13 97 12 29 9 50
13 113 19 47 15 81 17 21 7 45
14 111 24 50 14 88 20 28 6 54
15 110 18 45 11 74 14 32 8 54
16 110 21 53 8 82 14 30 6 50
17 109 23 61 12 96 22 31 14 67
18 107 19 62 16 97 14 38 8 60
19 105 16 56 12 64 14 26 8 48
20 105 19 52 9 80 14 26 8 48
21 104 21 55 9 85 15 27 6 48
22 102 22 41 8 71 16 23 7 46
23 '102 19 55 9 63 13 28 6 47
24 100 17 47 11 75 19 29 7 55
25 96 21 44 10 75 17 28 10 55
26 94 20 46 13 79 11 30 10 51
27 91 19 30 7 56 14 23 2 39
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TABLE XIX
SCORES FOR SECTION B, FOURTH GRADE
Pupil
No* IQ Part
I
Initial
Part
II
Test
Part
III
Total Part
I
Final
Part
II
Test
Part
III
Total
1 135 20 73 17 110 17 35 9 61
2 131 24 64 15 103 19 39 10 68
3 126 25 62 16 103 21 31 8 60
4 124 23 58 16 97 22 30 10 62
5 122 24 52 15 91 23 36 10 69
6 122 18 64 12 94 16 38 7 61
7 119 19 56 10 85 16 -39 14 69
8 119 18 58 11 87 12 30 8 50
9 118 22 56 12 90 11 43 8 62
10 115 21 60 9 90 14 35 6 55
11 113 21 61 13 95 16 34 8 58
12 113 19 65 13 97 20 36 13 69
13 112 18 55 8 81 8 26 8 42
14 110 15 46 11 72 17 34 13 64
15 109 19 63 12 84 15 27 8 50
16 108 16 45 8 69 10 29 7 46
17 108 21 60 8 89 13 28 5 46
18 106 ni 40 10 57 13 29 7 49
19 104 16 62 10 88 12 29 9 50
20 102 21 57 7 85 16 34 7 57
21 102 16 59 11 86 18 26 5 49
22 100 13 52 11 76 14 26 6 46
23 99 16 28 10 54 17 19 6 42
24 93 16 46 10 72 10 29 6 45
25 92 14 41 11 66 12 29 7 48
26 89 11 36 3 50 5 22 4 31
27 85 9 47 4 60 9 24 5 38
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TABLE XX
SCORES FOR SECTION C, FOURTH GRADE
Pupil
No. IQ Part
I
Initial
Part
II
Test
Part
III
Total Part
I
Final
Part
II
Test
Part
III
Total
1 144 24 63 11 98 17 35 12 64
2 129 24 75 14 113 21 43 10 74
3 126 23 61 17 101 18 29 9 56
4 124 23 59 14 96 18 31 11 60
5 123 23 65 17 105 18 33 11 62
6 121 18 52 9 79 17 27 7 51
7 120 21 62 10 93 14 39 9 62
8 120 19 59 10 88 16 27 7 50
9 119 18 48 10 76 14 30 7 51
10 118 21 41 12 74 18 24 5 47
11 117 20 68 14 102 18 27 10 55
12 114 25 65 17 107 15 30 8 53
13 114 19 34 10 63 16 26 7 49
14 112 21 61 12 94 17 39 10 66
15 109 18 64 13 95 16 27 10 53
16 107 20 53 13 86 11 36 6 53
17 105 22 69 15 106 18 28 10 56
18 105 17 48 8 73 14 26 11 51
19 104 17 53 12 82 17 30 9 56
20 104 16 71 7 94 12 26 7 45
21 101 23 36 8 67 6 25 7 38
22 98 15 51 5 71 10 16 4 30
23 95 19 53 9 81 16 21 8 45
24 91 11 47 6 64 7 25 3 35
25 88 15 45 10 70 11 20 4 35
26 86 11 41 10 62 13 28 5 46
27 84 12 41 6 59 6 26 8 40
TABLE XXI
SCORES FOR SECTION D, FOURTH GRADE
Pupil
No. IQ Part
I
Initial
Part
II
Test
Part
III
Total Part
I
Final
Part
II
Test
Part
III
Total
1 153 22 46 16 84 22 33 12 67
2 141 20 59 15 94 18 28 9 55
3 133 23 75 12 110 21 33 14 68
4 131 20 58 15 93 19 37 11 67
5 127 21 71 16 108 21 35 12 68
6 124 21 70 13 94 17 30 7 54
7 124 20 51 12 83 18 32 12 62
£ 119 22 68 12 102 17 31 9 57
9 118 18 63 14 95 14 26 10 50
10 114 23 61 11 95 18 36 12 66
11 112 17 67 11 95 18 25 7 50
12 110 15 57 13 85 12 32 7 51
13 110 15 34 8 57 9 18 2 29
14 109 19 30 7 56 13 22 8 43
15 107 17 26 6 49 9 23 5 37
16 106 13 51 8 72 11 26 7 44
17 106 16 41 8 65 12 25 8 45
IS 105 20 55 11 86 9 30 7 46
19 103 17 28 7 52 14 24 6 44
20 103 14 28 5 47 13 27 6 46
21 101 15 33 9 57 7 18 4 29
22 99 22 56 9 87 9 28 5 42
23 99 16 69 11 86 10 24 6 40
24 96 16 39 6 61 10 24 6 40
25 8? 9 25 6 40 6 16 6 28
26 85 11 26 7 44 3 12 4 19
27 83 12 32 8 52 5 12 2 19
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TABLE XXII
SCORES FOR SECTION A, FIFTH GRADE
Pupil
No. IQ Part
I
Initial
Part
II
Test
Part
III
Total Part
I
Final
Part
II
Test
Part
III
Total
1 138 23 58 16 97 23 36 15 74
2 137 24 51 15 90 21 28 9 58
3 132 23 53 13 89 18 26 10 54
4 130 24 51 16 91 24 34 13 71
5 126 19 59 17 95 20 31 9 60
6 124 21 48 16 85 21 31 12 64
7 124 24 46 14 84 23 30 11 64
8 123 23 48 12 83 24 30 12 66
9 121 21 45 10 76 21 26 8 55
10 120 23 56 19 98 21 26 11 58
11 116 20 44 11 75 14 29 7 50
12 114 11 36 9 56 13 28 6 47
13 113 15 47 10 72 12 29 4 45
14 112 21 51 17 89 22 30 12 64
15 109 16 46 13 75 14 28 9 51
16 108 21 51 15 87 21 28 8 57
17 108 20 31 11 62 12 28 8 48
18 107 13 43 14 70 16 23 7 46
19 106 9 41 11 61 12 28 8 48
20 105 15 50 12 77 19 30 11 60
21 104 22 55 13 90 17 26 9 52
22 104 21 42 9 72 18 24 7 49
23 103 14 38 6 58 16 21 7 44
22* 101 15 32 12 59 16 30 6 52
25 101 14 35 8 57 16 24 4 44
26 99 16 30 7 53 7 23 3 33
27 96 17 36 12 65 10 17 4 31
28 91 14 37 7 58 14 16 2 32
29 89 10 38 11 59 11 16 2 29
30 85 14 13 6 33 14 13 1 28
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TABLE XXIII
SCORES FOR SECTION B, FIFTH GRADE
Pupil Initial Test Final Test
No. IQ Part Part Part Total Part Part Part Total
I II III I II III
1 143 2b 59 19 102 24 38 13 75
2 140 24 60 17 101 24 41 13 78
3 133 22 52 18 92 23 31 8 62
4 130 21 53 14 88 23 26 9 58
5 128 22 49 17 88 23 30 12 65
6 127 22 57 18 97 25 38 19 82
7 120 21 55 15 91 16 16 10 42
£ 120 16 43 10 69 15 18 5 38
9 118 12 51 8 71 11 . 24 5 40
10 118 18 43 13 74 14 27 6 47
11 116 12 51 7 70 15 25 4 44
12 114 21 53 17 91 19 25 7 51
13 112 23 46 13 82 22 23 10 55
lb n o 16 39 6 61 12 22 3 37
15 109 16 42 13 71 11 22 7 40
16 108 16 48 16 80 20 27 7 54
17 106 18 48 13 79 16 28 7 51
IS 106 19 34 13 66 7 23 4 34
19 104 13 39 12 64 15 25 6 46
20 104- 12 42 8 62 12 22 6 40
21 103 20 44 9 73 16 27 7 50
22 103 9 29 8 46 10 19 5 34
23 102 17 43 8 68 10 25 4 39
2b 98 17 51 4 72 6 25 10 41
25 98 20 36 10 66 15 17 4 36
26 96 11 34 8 53 5 26 4 35
27 95 13 54 10 77 13 25 11 49
28 86 15 3° 8 53 15 14 6 35
29 85 12 44 9 65 9 20 3 32
30 84 8 40 10 58 7 23 4 34
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»tal
52
68
51
45
58
55
54
69
62
58
57
58
53
48
49
47
51
52
42
34
49
59
32
46
32
40
28
27
45
TABLE XXIV
SCORES FOR SECTION C, FIFTH GRADE
Initial Test Final Test
Part Part Part Total Part Part Part 
I II III I II III
20 53 16 89 18 27 7
24 57 19 100 22 36 10
21 50 13 84 20 23 8
20 52 15 87 17 24 4
22 55 18 95 21 28 9
22 48 14 84 21 28 6
20 55 19 94 18 28 8
23 49 16 88 21 34 14
24 56 17 97 19 30 13
18 57 19 94 22 29 7
22 47 16 85 21 25 11
21 50 15 86 17 31 10
21 42 16 79 20 36 7
17 45 15 77 17 25 6
19 42 14 75 18 22 9
17 50 16 83 21 20 6
17 43 10 70 19 23 9
18 53 16 87 18 25 9
18 52 10 80 16 23 4
15 46 17 78 10 19 5
22 42 12 76 22 21 6
11 52 15 78 22 28 9
8 48 9 65 13 17 2
18 41 14 73 12 27 7
17 33 8 58 9 16 7
8 39 10 57 14 22 4
14 32 6 52 10 17 1
10 35 6 51 8 16 3
lb 45 11 72 18 23 4
14 34 9 57 12 23 4
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TABLE XXV
SCORES FOR SECTION D, FIFTH GRADE
Pupil
No. IQ Part
I
Initial
Part
II
Test
Part
III
Total Part
I
Final
Part
II
Test
Part
III
Total
1 143 24 59 15 98 22 28 13 63
2 141 24 48 12 84 20 25 10 55
3 139 20 51 16 87 20 35 10 65
4 135 20 56 18 94 21 33 13 67
5 131 19 41 12 72 17 25 8 50
6 130 22 50 14 86 18 25 9 52
7 128 22 51 14 87 20 26 6 52
8 127 17 53 15 85 14 26 8 48
9 122 21 48 14 83 16 30 5 51
10 121 18 53 12 83 18 34 6 58
11 119 21 55 15 91 15 28 7 50
12 117 17 57 16 90 22 27 8 57
13 115 18 57 7 82 14 23 3 40
14 113 15 45 11 71 10 19 7 36
15 112 22 56 19 97 23 31 10 64
16 112 22 46 16 84 21 26 13 60
17 110 13 35 9 57 13 21 5 39
IS 108 19 59 18 96 18 32 10 60
19 107 18 51 16 85 16 23 9 48
20 105 14 34 7 55 17 31 7 55
21 103 16 45 12 73 12 14 5 31
22 102 19 54 14 87 15 28 6 49
23 100 15 51 12 78 7 24 3 34
24 98 16 36 9 61 7 20 7 34
25 98 14 41 11 66 13 23 4 40
26 96 11 26 9 46 12 13 5 30
27 95 10 31 10 51 10 23 8 41
2B 93 17 45 11 73 15 27 5 47
29 89 8 26 9 43 8 13 1 22
30 83 4 31 5 40 3 15 2 20
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TABLE XXVI
SCORES FOR SECTION A, SIXTH GRADE
Pupil
No* IQ Part
I
Initial
Part
II
Test
Part
III
Total Part
Final
Part
II
Test
Part
III
Total
1 144 25 42 16 £3 21 23 10 54
2 140 19 49 14 32 16 34 8 56
3 134 24 . 27 14 65 20 36 15 71
4 129 24 43 19 91 17 33 14 64
5 123 21 27 13 61 14 25 7 46
6 124 20 30 14 64 13 27 8 53
7 121 19 26 9 54 10 27 7 44
3 120 21 30 9 60 17 33 13 63
9 119 17 31 14 62 13 33 12 58
10 116 17 21 8 46 15 24 6 45
11 116 17 24 9 50 17 26 7 50
12 114 19 27 14 60 19 27 10 56
13 114 17 34 11 62 14 36 11 61
14 114 17 25 11 53 12 32 9 53
15 112 12 22 12 46 13 27 7 47
16 112 22 31 12 65 11 20 5 36
17 111 13 23 10 51 11 26 9 46
IS 103 13 34 11 56 15 26 5 46
19 103 9 10 5 24 11 17 4 32
20 99 16 23 13 52 14 24 7 45
21 94 13 23 4 40 9 19 2 30
22 91 15 25 4 44 8 26 9 43
23 36 6 13 1 20 11 16 3 30
24 32 6 10 7 23 13 17 4 34
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>tal
64
63
60
56
56
73
43
47
47
55
56
55
42
50
39
50
35
49
39
39
30
39
32
30
TABLE XXVII
SCORES FOR SECTION B, SIXTH GRADE
Initial Test Final Test
Part Part Part Total Part Part Part
I II III I II III
21 36 11 68 20 29 15
24 43 19 66 19 30 14
22 37 IS 77 16 35 9
24 34 15 73 20 29 9
23 42 15 60 17 26 15
23 30 15 66 21 36 16
15 27 10 52 9 27 7
20 29 13 62 14 26 7
23 29 10 62 12 25 10
16 24 12 54 19 27 9
20 39 17 76 16 29 13
21 36 14 73 14 29 12
11 24 7 42 12 24 6
16 22 11 49 13 27 10
19 20 12 51 7 26 6
16 15 5 36 12 31 7
15 21 6 42 9 22 4
20 40 14 74 12 31 6
19 IS 6 43 11 24 4
12 24 4 40 14 18 7
12 16 7 37 7 IS 5
16 21 9 46 9 25 5
12 16 5 33 9 17 6
5 17 3 25 7 IS 5
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TABLE XXVIII
SCORES FOR SECTION C, SIXTH GRADE
Pupil
No. IQ Part
I
Initial
Part
II
Teat
Part
III
Total Part
I
Final
Part
II
Test
Part
III
Total
1 141 23 35 16 74 17 27 13 57
2 135 21 46 20 67 14 30 14 58
3 133 24 41 IS 63 21 26 14 61
4 132 22 36 16 74 17 34 12 63
5 130 22 33 13 68 18 25 10 53
6 129 23 32 13 68 16 22 8 46
7 126 21 36 16 73 15 30 12 57
8 124 20 35 15 70 14 28 11 53
9 121 23 32 12 67 18 23 9 50
10 119 24 46 17 69 20 26 13 59
11 117 7 29 10 46 14 27 7 48
12 116 14 21 10 45 16 27 13 56
13 116 16 29 s 53 10 23 5 38
14 114 15 21 8 44 13 19 4 36
15 112 15 19 5 39 14 24 7 45
16 111 19 33 11 63 13 25 8 46
17 106 12 25 9 46 17 18 7 42
IS 105 20 16 9 45 13 22 6 41
19 101 14 IS 6 38 6 15 3 24
20 97 17 23 12 52 13 21 6 40
21 96 17 16 4 37 12 15 Q 36
22 93 10 23 S 41 8 16 6 30
23 92 16 25 12 53 12 26 10 L8
24 66 6 35 11 52 11 24 4 39
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TABLE XXIX
SCORES FOR SECTION D, SIXTH GRADE
Pupil
No. IQ Part
I
Initial
Part
II
Test
Part
III
Total Part
I
Final
Part
II
Test
Part
III
Total
1 147 24 35 12 71 16 28 12 56
2 144 24 39 13 81 19 30 12 61
3 140 21 26 14 61 14 24 10 48
4 136 20 22 11 53 12 26 8 46
5 127 19 23 9 51 15 29 8 52
6 126 23 42 14 79 6 29 12 47
7 124 20 27 14 61 9 29 8 46
8 124 13 17 11 46 16 22 11 49
9 116 18 26 12 56 11 24 9 44
10 114 23 47 16 86 13 27 11 51
11 113 17 27 10 54 10 28 11 49
12 111 20 33 15 68 14 27 8 49
13 110 18 43 17 73 13 24 10 47
14 103 15 20 5 40 12 24 8 44
15 107 16 31 11 58 12 22 8 42
16 107 21 21 10 52 12 20 12 44
17 100 6 23 4 33 10 30 4 44
IS 99 20 32 14 66 12 23 10 45
19 93 12 24 9 45 11 24 7 42
20 93 21 28 8 57 17 26 8 51
21 97 14 16 3 33 13 22 2 37
22 95 14 25 11 50 11 20 7 36
23 37 5 11 3 19 9 13 6 28
24 34 10 14 3 27 7 18 2 27
APPENDIX B 
STATISTICAL FORMULAS
Lindquist has given tables showing the analysis of 
the sum of squares in a treatments-by-levels experiment*^ 
These formulas were used to analyze the sum of squares of 
scores on the initial and final arithmetic tests. Formulas 
for analysing the sum of products or covariances for the 
simple randomized design are shown. However, by analogy 
the covariances in a treatments-by-levels design may also 
be analyzed. From these formulas there is found: a total
sum of squares and sum of products; a sum of squares and 
products for treatments, for within groups, and for inter­
action. If the initial test scores are denoted by nXn and 
the final test scores by T,YM, then the notations for the 
above terms are as follows:
Sum of squares for treatments: ss. , ss.
A X AY
Sum of squares for within groups: ssw » ssw
X Y
Sum of squares for interaction: sstT , ss
ALX* ALy
Sum of products for treatments: sp^
1
E. F. Lindquist, Design and Analysis of Experi­
ments in Psychology and Education (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1953)» P* 123*
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Sum of products for within groups: spv;
Sum of products for interaction: spATl\L
Test for main effect of treatments. When the above
sums have been found for any set of scores on which a
comparison of the treatments is desired, they may be used
in Lindquist*3 generalized procedure for use of analysis 
2
of covariance. Formulas for the F~test are as follows:
E' " ssWv “ 1 df - N-al-l
2
(U * E)» - ss,. + ss. - (spv/ * spA )
> w y  ■ - A y
ss,.,w'X nX
U» -- (U + E)» - E* df == a-1
mU* - U*/(a-1) 
mE« = E»/(N-al-l)
F = mU */mE* df - al/(N-al-l)
where
a - number of treatments 
1_ " number of levels 
N = total number of scores
2Ibid.. pp. 332-333-
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Test for interaction. The suras of squares and 
products may be substituted in the following formulas to 
test for interaction of treatments and levels.
E' = ssw " S^Pw* df “ N-al-l
Y S3”x
(U ♦ E)' » sel, + ss., - («Pw ♦ SPAL)
Y Y ssWx ♦ ssALx
U* = (U + £)* - E» df = (a-l)(l-l)
m'(J« = U»/{a-l)(l-l) 
mE* = E»/(N-al-l)
F - xnU’ /mE? df = (a-1) (1-1)/(N-al-l)
Formula for ad.justed final mean. In order to adjust 
the final test means of the treatments* it is necessary to 
find the within groups regression coefficient. This is 
the average regression coefficient of Y on X for the indi­
vidual treatment sections. It is:
bw - sp„/ssWx
Then the adjusted final mean for the jth treatment is as 
follows:
= % .  ~ bw <MX. =
where
= final test mean for the jth treatment
j
My = initial test mean for the jth treatment
= general mean of the initial test
Test for differences between adjusted means* If the 
F-fcest for the main effect of the treatments is signifi­
cant, then the t-test may be made on the differences 
between pairs of adjusted final means. This will compare 
individual treatments with each of the other treatments 
in order to see where differences are significant.
The error variance between adjusted means is:
  2
°  M* - M*
j ni n.:
1- + JL. +
where
ms®, and n^ = number of
N - a l - l
scores in ith and jth
treatments
Then the t-test is
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